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Broil King® Grill Collection
Made for performance and great flavour.
We are proud to present our greatest collection of quality grills designed for unmatched  

performance and flavour. From gas to charcoal, large to compact; we stand behind every 

grill we make.  Enjoyed in over forty countries worldwide, it’s our passion to give you the best 

grilling experience. It’s about great food, great conversation, great memories and of course 

great barbecues...every time. 
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The Steel.  
The Design.  
The Workforce.
Proudly North American. 
Proudly made in North America. We are committed to 

producing gas grills that you can count on for the utmost in 

performance and durability. Our gas grills are manufactured 

in North American factories located in Huntington Indiana, 

Dickson Tennessee, and Waterloo Ontario. 

Broil King® is fully integrated with in-house design, 

engineering, tool & die making, precise metal stamping, 

fabrication, powder epoxy painting, porcelain enameling, 

injection molding, aluminium die casting, final assembly, 

packaging, supply chain, and distribution. We are not 

just assemblers, we are committed to the entire process 

ensuring quality control from start to finish.

Since 1906, we have been a proud family owned 

manufacturing company. With over thirty years of 

experience building high quality gas grills, you can rely on 

us to be there when you need us. Should you ever have a 

question or require assistance, we have a dedicated team 

of North American based customer service professionals 

waiting to assist you.



Every Broil King® gas grill is built to provide 

unparalleled cooking versatility. Broil King®’s 

Performance Grilling Technology (PGT) gives 

you the ability to cook almost anything on your 

grill in any style you desire.  You can sear steaks to 

perfection, rotisserie cook poultry or roasts, even 

bake elaborate desserts. Every part of the cooking 

system is designed and engineered for a specific 

purpose. When combined, the results are simply 

spectacular. There’s no mistaking  

the great flavour you get with Broil King®.
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STEAKHOUSE SEAR MARKS All Broil King® 

cooking grids deliver excellent heat retention 

and exceptional searing power to lock in juices 

and flavour. The heavy cast grids have two sides. 

One side is pointed for those perfect steakhouse 

sear marks while the other side has grooves for 

continuous basting.  Thick, stainless steel rods 

are very easy to clean and provide long lasting 

durability.

PERFECT TEMPERATURE Linear-Flow™ valves 

with 180 degree Sensi-Touch™ control knobs 

give you infinite heat control, allowing you to 

set your grill to the perfect temperature for 

searing, roasting or slow cooking.

INCREDIBLE FLAVOUR  The stainless steel Flav-

R-Wave™ cooking system provides superior heat 

distribution across the entire surface of the grill 

while protecting the burners. Drippings that fall 

onto the Flav-R-Wave™ are instantly vapourized.   

The vapour created through this process infuses 

into your food for unmistakable barbecue flavour. 

YEAR • ANS • AÑOS

AMAZING HEAT RETENTION Made from die-

cast aluminium and high-grade stainless steel, 

these durable cookboxes provide excellent heat 

retention and long lasting durability. The cookbox 

is designed to ensure even heat and heat 

retention for precise control.

PREMIUM-GRADE 
CAST STAINLESS STEEL

EXTRA THICK  
CAST IRON

EXTRA HEAVY  
STAINLESS STEEL RODS

THE ULTIMATE IN PERFORMANCE Broil King®’s 

patented Dual-Tube™ burners are made from 

high quality, heavy-duty stainless steel. These 

large diameter, tube-in-tube side ported burners 

provide even heat distribution with two rows of 

flame per burner.
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Luxury.
The ImperialTM Series. 
Broil King® takes luxury and performance to a whole 

new level. Light up the night with control knobs and 

oven lights to create ambiance at your next outdoor get 

together. Crafted from durable North American steel, the 

exterior assertively states professional cooking appliance. 

Featuring commercial-grade cast stainless steel cooking 

grids, a double-walled stainless steel cookbox, and 

patented stainless steel Dual-Tube™ burners, the Broil King® 

Imperial™ series is a collection of luxurious grills made for 

professionals and the adventurous outdoor chef. 
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SIDE BURNER  10,000 BTU commercial-grade side burner (not on built-in cabinet models)

ROTISSERIE BURNER    13,000 BTU  rear rotisserie burner and premium rotisserie kit

COOKING GRIDS  Professional cast stainless steel cooking grids

FLAVOUR SYSTEM   Stainless steel Flav-R-Wave™ cooking system

HEAT CONTROL Linear-Flow™ valves with 180° Sensi-Touch™ control

THERMOMETER  Deluxe Accu -Temp™ thermometer(s)

IGNITION  Sure-Lite™ electronic ignition system  

COOKBOX   Stainless steel cookbox with cast aluminium end caps

LID DESIGN   Roll-action lid(s) with cast aluminium end caps

SIDE SHELVES  Stainless steel side shelves with one pull-out drawer (not on built-in models)

HANDLES Stylish and durable stainless steel handles

CASTERS   Large 3-in / 7.6 cm locking casters with Level Q™ leg levelers located 
on the front casters (not on built-in models)

CONSTRUCTION  Rust resistant zinc coated steel components

FINISH  Premium powder-coat epoxy paint finish on cabinet and base

BUILT-IN LIGHTS  Built-in lights located in the cookbox and control knobs

ELECTRICAL   Rear mounted dual outlet power bar for rotisserie and other 
electrical appliances

IMPERIALTM  STANDARD FEATURES

IMPERIALTM  XLS / XL

19.25
" / 48.9

cm

12.46" / 31.66cm25.5" / 64.8cm

Cast  Sta in less  Stee l

IMPERIALTM  590

31.89” / 81cm

19.25
” / 48.9

cm

Cast  Sta in less  Stee l
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PERFORMANCE 60,000 BTU main burner output

BURNERS  Six stainless steel Dual-Tube™ burners

COOKBOX  Two completely separate cookboxes

TOTAL COOK SPACE   1,000 sq-in / 6,452 sq cm total cooking space  
including two porcelain coated warming racks

LARGE COOKBOX  500 sq-in / 3,225 sq cm primary large cookbox

SMALL COOKBOX  250 sq-in / 1,613 sq cm primary small cookbox

COOKBOX LIDS  Two durable stainless steel lids  

CABINET AND LID   Rigid steel cabinet with stainless steel  
doors, drawers, and lids

IMPERIALTM  XLS FEATURES

PERFORMANCE 60,000 BTU main burner output

BURNERS  Six stainless steel Dual-Tube™ burners

COOKBOX  Two completely separate cookboxes

TOTAL COOK SPACE   1,000 sq-in / 6,452 sq cm total cooking space  
including two porcelain coated warming racks

LARGE COOKBOX  500 sq-in / 3,225 sq cm primary large cookbox

SMALL COOKBOX  250 sq-in / 1,613 sq cm primary small cookbox

COOKBOX LIDS  Two durable porcelain enameled lids  

CABINET AND LID   Rigid steel cabinet with black powder coat  
painted doors and porcelain enameled lids

IMPERIALTM  XL FEATURES

PERFORMANCE 55,000 BTU main burner output

BURNERS  Five stainless steel Dual-Tube™ burners

TOTAL COOK SPACE   875 sq-in / 5,645 sq cm total cooking space 
including porcelain coated warming rack

PRIMARY COOK SPACE  625 sq-in / 4,032 sq cm primary cooking space

COOKBOX LID  One durable stainless steel lid 

CABINET AND LID   Rigid steel cabinet with stainless steel  
door, drawers, and lid

IMPERIALTM  590 FEATURES
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PERFORMANCE 60,000 BTU main burner output

BURNERS  Six stainless steel Dual-Tube™ burners

COOKBOX  Two completely separate cook boxes

TOTAL COOK SPACE   1,000 sq-in / 6,452 sq cm total cooking space  
including two porcelain coated warming racks

LARGE COOKBOX  500 sq-in / 3,225 sq cm primary large cook box

SMALL COOKBOX  250 sq-in / 1,613 sq cm primary small cook box

COOKBOX LIDS  Two durable stainless steel lids  

IMPERIALTM  XLS BUILT-IN FEATURES
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PERFORMANCE 55,000 BTU main burner output

BURNERS  Five stainless steel Dual-Tube™ burners

TOTAL COOK SPACE   875 sq-in / 5,645 sq cm total cooking space  
including porcelain coated warming rack

PRIMARY COOK SPACE  625 sq-in / 4,032 sq cm primary cooking space

COOKBOX LIDS Durable stainless steel lid

IMPERIALTM  590 BUILT-IN FEATURES
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.875 IN
2.22 CM

COUNTERTOP
OVERHANG

COUNTER TOP NOTCH DETAIL

BROIL KING® IMPERIALTM 590 BUILT-IN

Cut-out specifications
These guides, measurements and 
dimensions will assist you with 
planning your outdoor kitchen. Note: 
Due to continuing product innovation, 
specifications are subject to change 
without notice. 

Important: Please refer to the User’s 
Manual for details on gas line 
installation, 20lb propane gas supply 
installation and ventilation.

Built-In
Cut-Out Dimensions.

ISLAND CUT-OUT DIMENSIONS

BROIL KING® IMPERIALTM XLS BROIL KING® IMPERIALTM 590

A
 MIN.  43.625 IN | 110.80 CM

MAX.  43.875 IN | 111.44 CM

 MIN.  36.25 IN | 92.07 CM

MAX.  36.50 IN | 92.71 CM

B MIN.  23.125 IN | 58.73 CM       MAX.  23.375 IN | 59.37 CM

C MIN.  10.125 IN | 25.71 CM       MAX.  10.375 IN | 26.35 CM

D MIN.  31.50 IN | 80.01 CM       MAX.  31.75 IN | 80.64 CM

E MIN.  11.50 IN | 29.21 CM       MAX.  11.75 IN | 29.84 CM

F MIN.  14.50 IN | 36.83 CM       MAX.  14.75 IN | 37.46 CM

G MIN.  4.50 IN | 11.43 CM

H MIN.  3 IN | 7.62 CM       MAX.  7 IN | 17.78 CM



CAST IRON SIDE BURNER

The 10,000 BTU commercial-grade side burner with 
heavy cast iron trivet allows you to do more. Create 
mouth-watering side dishes, soups, or sauces while 
you grill.

ROTISSERIE BURNER

The 13,000 BTU rotisserie burner delivers even heat for 
superior results and comes complete with a premium 
spit rod and motor.

CAST STAINLESS STEEL GRIDS

Begin with the easy-to-clean, maintenance-free, long lasting durability of stainless steel. Melt and mold this stainless 
steel into the shape of Broil King®’s renowned cast iron cooking grids and you have the ultimate grilling experience. 
Like their cast iron counterpart, these grids have two sides. One side is pointed for perfect steak house grill marks, 
while the other side is grooved to capture juices for continuous basting. 

POINTED SIDE GROOVED SIDE

PATENTED DUAL-TUBE™ BURNERS

Broil King®’s patented Dual-Tube™ burners are made 
from high quality, heavy-duty stainless steel. These 
large diameter, tube-in-tube side ported burners 
provide even heat distribution with two rows of flame 
per burner.

STAINLESS STEEL COOKBOX

All Imperial™ models come with a durable stainless 
steel cookbox and a double-walled lid. The cast 
aluminium end caps retain heat for even, efficient 
cooking and provide long lasting durability.
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ELECTRONIC IGNITION

The Sure-Lite™ electronic ignition offers you peace of 
mind knowing your barbecue grill will start quickly 
and easily.

LEVEL Q™ LEG LEVELERS

Located under the front of the cabinet, these 
convenient, durable resin leg levelers allow you to 
quickly and firmly stabilize your Broil King® on  
uneven surfaces.

STORAGE DRAWERS

Standard on every Imperial™ model are two easy-
glide storage drawers. A great feature for storing 
grilling accessories and other essentials you need 
close at hand.

SIDE SHELF BINS AND TOOL HOOKS

Spacious areas for sauces, spice, and grilling tools.  
The right side shelf also has a pull-out drawer for even 
more storage.

CONTROL KNOB LIGHTS

Push a button and the control knobs illuminate to 
create a stylish look that you’ll find both attractive and 
functional after sunset.

BUILT-IN OVEN LIGHTS

Built-in oven lights are located in the cookboxes.  
This convenience allows you to see what you’re 
grilling at night.
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Entertain.
The RegalTM Series. 
Entertaining your guests is what Broil King® specializes in.   

The Broil King® Regal™ series has more style and functionality 

than ever before, with the legendary cooking results you’ve 

come to expect.  Precise temperature control to sear the 

perfect steak. A convenient commercial-grade side burner 

to sauté mushrooms. Delicately grill vegetables or bake an 

elaborate dessert. These grills are designed to help you  

create mouth watering dishes that will surely be the hit of 

the party. Features that have made us an industry leader 

are apparent from the moment you see the fit and finish to 

when you experience the outstanding grilling performance. 

For the outdoor chef who lives to entertain; welcome to the 

Broil King® Regal™ series.
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REGALTM  400 PRO SERIES

19.25
" / 48.9cm

25.5" / 64.8cm

9 mm Sta in less  Stee l  Rod

FLAVOUR SYSTEM   Stainless steel Flav-R-Wave™ cooking system

HEAT CONTROL Linear-Flow™ valves with 180° Sensi-Touch™ control

THERMOMETER  Deluxe Accu -Temp™ thermometer(s)

IGNITION  Sure-Lite™ electronic ignition system  

COOKBOX   Stainless steel cookbox with cast aluminium end caps

LID DESIGN   Roll-action lid(s) with cast aluminium end caps

SIDE SHELVES  Stainless steel side shelves

HANDLES Stylish and durable stainless steel handles

CASTERS   Large 3-in / 7.6 cm locking casters  
with Level Q™ leg levelers located on the front casters

CONSTRUCTION  Rust resistant zinc coated steel components

FINISH  Premium powder-coat epoxy paint finish on cabinet and base

BUILT-IN LIGHTS  Built-in control knob lights

REGALTM  PRO STANDARD FEATURES
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PERFORMANCE 50,000 BTU main burner output

BURNERS  Four stainless steel Dual-Tube™ burners

SIDE BURNER  10,000 BTU commercial-grade side burner

ROTISSERIE BURNER   13,000 BTU rear rotisserie burner and premium  
 rotisserie kit

COOKING GRIDS  Solid 9 mm stainless steel cooking grids

TOTAL COOK SPACE   695 sq-in / 4,484 sq cm total cooking space 
including porcelain coated warming rack

PRIMARY COOK SPACE  500 sq-in / 3,226 sq cm primary cooking space

CABINET AND LID   Rigid steel cabinet with stainless steel doors and lid

REGALTM  S490 PRO FEATURES
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PERFORMANCE 50,000 BTU main burner output

BURNERS  Four stainless steel Dual-Tube™ burners

SIDE BURNER  10,000 BTU commercial-grade side burner

ROTISSERIE BURNER   13,000 BTU rear rotisserie burner and  
 premium rotisserie kit

COOKING GRIDS  Heavy-duty cast iron cooking grids

TOTAL COOK SPACE   695 sq-in / 4,484 sq cm total cooking space 
including porcelain coated warming rack

PRIMARY COOK SPACE  500 sq-in / 3,226 sq cm primary cooking space

CABINET AND LID   Rigid steel cabinet with black powder coat  
painted doors and porcelain enameled lid

REGALTM  490 FEATURES



CAST IRON SIDE BURNER

The 10,000 BTU commercial-grade side burner allows 
you to do more. Create mouth-watering side dishes, 
soups, or sauces while you grill.

ROTISSERIE BURNER

The 13,000 BTU rotisserie burner delivers even heat for 
superior results and comes complete with a premium 
spit rod and motor.

RUST RESISTANT STAINLESS STEEL GRIDS

Broil King®’s stainless steel cooking grids are made of 
heavy gauge 9mm rods. High quality, solid stainless 
steel ensures excellent heat retention and long lasting 
durability. Easy to use and easy to clean.

STAINLESS STEEL COOKBOX

All Regal™ models come with a durable stainless steel 
cookbox and a double-walled lid. The cast aluminium 
end caps retain heat for even, efficient cooking and 
provide long lasting durability.

REVERSIBLE CAST IRON GRIDS

Broil King®’s signature cast iron grids are reversible.  
One side is pointed to give you perfect grill marks, 
while the other side is grooved to capture juices 
for continuous basting while cooking. Season the 
cooking grids regularly for a durable non-stick finish.

PATENTED DUAL-TUBE™ BURNERS

Broil King®’s patented Dual-Tube™ burners are made 
from high quality, heavy-duty stainless steel. These 
large diameter, tube-in-tube side ported burners 
provide even heat distribution with two rows of flame 
per burner.
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ELECTRONIC IGNITION

The Sure-Lite™ electronic ignition offers you peace of 
mind knowing your barbecue grill will start quickly 
and easily.

LEVEL Q™ LEG LEVELERS

Located under the front of the cabinet, these 
convenient, durable resin leg levelers allow you to 
quickly and firmly stabilize your Broil King® on  
uneven surfaces.

TOOL HOOKS

Keep your tongs, turners, and grill brushes close at 
hand. Convenient tool hooks are perfect for hanging 
all of your grilling essentials.

SIDE SHELF STORAGE BINS

Both side shelves provide spacious areas for sauces, 
marinades, and condiments.

STORAGE SHELF

Behind the right cabinet door is a durable built-in 
shelf for easy access to all of your grilling essentials.

CONTROL KNOB LIGHTS

Push a button and the control knobs illuminate to 
create a stylish look that you’ll find both attractive and 
functional after sunset.
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Everyday.
The BaronTM Series. 
The Broil King® Baron™ series offers power and performance 

in a variety of sizes for the everyday griller. At the heart of 

the grill is the legendary Broil King® PGT cooking system: 

heavy-duty cast iron cooking grids, stainless steel  

Flav-R-Wave™ technology, and powerful stainless steel  

Dual-Tube™ burners. Grill the perfect steak, rotisserie cook 

your favorite roast, or bake a pizza. The Broil King® Baron™ 

series is designed for convenience and exceptional results.  

The exterior of the grill boasts urban styling and the 

performance that rivals any other grill.  

The Broil King® Baron™ series is truly in a class by itself. 
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COOKING GRIDS  Heavy-duty cast iron cooking grids

FLAVOUR SYSTEM   Stainless steel Flav-R-Wave™ cooking system

HEAT CONTROL Linear-Flow™ valves with 180° Sensi-Touch™ control

THERMOMETER  Deluxe Accu -Temp™ thermometer

IGNITION  Sure-Lite™ electronic ignition system  

COOKBOX   Stainless steel cookbox with cast aluminium end caps

LID DESIGN   Double-walled lid with cast aluminium end caps

SIDE SHELF  Stainless steel drop-down side shelf

HANDLES Stylish and durable stainless steel handles

CASTERS   Large 3-in / 7.6 cm locking casters  
with Level Q™ leg levelers located on the front casters

CONSTRUCTION  Rust resistant zinc coated steel components

FINISH  Premium powder-coat epoxy paint finish on cabinet and base

BARONTM  400 SERIES

BARONTM  500 SERIES

32.21" / 81.81cm

17.4
8

" / 4
4

.4cm

Cast  I ron

25.67" / 65 .2cm

17.4
8

" / 4
4

.4cm

Cast  I ron

BARONTM  STANDARD FEATURES
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PERFORMANCE 50,000 BTU main burner output

BURNERS  Five stainless steel Dual-Tube™ burners

SIDE BURNER  10,000 BTU stainless steel side burner

ROTISSERIE BURNER    13,000 BTU rear rotisserie burner and premium 
rotisserie kit

TOTAL COOK SPACE   805 sq-in / 5,194 sq cm total cooking space  
including porcelain coated warming rack

PRIMARY COOK SPACE  555 sq-in / 3,581 sq cm primary cooking space

CABINET AND LID   Rigid steel cabinet with black powder coat  
painted doors and porcelain enameled lid

BARONTM  440 FEATURES

BARONTM  590 FEATURES

PERFORMANCE 40,000 BTU main burner output

BURNERS  Four stainless steel Dual-Tube™ burners

SIDE BURNER  10,000 BTU stainless steel side burner

TOTAL COOK SPACE   644 sq-in / 4,155 sq cm total cooking space  
including porcelain coated warming rack

PRIMARY COOK SPACE  444 sq-in / 2,865 sq cm primary cooking space

CABINET AND LID   Rigid steel cabinet with black powder coat  
painted doors and porcelain enameled lid
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STAINLESS STEEL SIDE BURNER

The 10,000 BTU side burner allows you to do more. 
Create mouth-watering side dishes, soups or sauces 
while you grill.

ROTISSERIE BURNER

The 13,000 BTU rotisserie burner delivers even heat for 
superior results and comes complete with a premium 
spit rod and motor. (590 only)

CAST IRON GRIDS

Broil King®’s signature cast iron grids are reversible. One side is pointed to give you perfect grill marks, while the other 
side is grooved to capture juices for continuous basting while cooking. Season the cooking grids regularly for a durable 
non-stick finish.

POINTED SIDE GROOVED SIDE

STAINLESS STEEL COOKBOX

All Broil King® Baron™ models come with a durable 
cookbox and double-walled lid. The cast aluminium 
end caps retain heat for efficient cooking and 
durability.

STAINLESS STEEL FOLD-DOWN SHELF (1 ONLY)

Durable stainless steel left side shelf is designed to 
fold down for convenient storage in tight spaces.
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ELECTRONIC IGNITION

The Sure-Lite™ electronic ignition offers you peace of 
mind knowing your barbecue grill will start quickly 
and easily.

TANK HOLDER

Located behind the left cabinet door is a built-in tank 
holder to hold and conceal a gas tank.

LEVEL Q™ LEG LEVELERS

Located under the front of the cabinet, these 
convenient, durable resin leg levelers allow you to 
quickly and firmly stabilize your Broil King® on uneven 
surfaces.

TOOL HOOKS

Keep your tongs, turners, and grill brushes close at 
hand. Convenient tool hooks are perfect for hanging 
all of your grilling essentials.

STAINLESS STEEL SIDE SHELVES

The stainless steel side shelves are perfect for food 
preparation and keeping your grilling essentials close 
at hand.

SLIDE-OUT DRIP TRAY

The slide-out drip tray captures any excess drippings 
for easy removal and easy clean up.
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Compact.
The GemTM Series. 
Broil King® has barbecues to fit any budget without 

sacrificing our exceptional quality. It’s what sets the Broil 

King® Gem™ series apart from its rivals. This modern-looking 

grill features a rust proof cast aluminium cookbox for great 

heat retention, powerful side ported dual-flame tube 

burners for even heat distribution, and Linear-Flow™ valves 

for precise cooking control. Stylish drop-down side shelves 

are perfect in tight spaces.  

The steel cart conceals a gas tank. The Sure-Lite™  

electronic ignition makes starting your grill quick and  

easy. The compact Broil King® Gem™ series is built for 

performance and designed for smaller spaces.
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PERFORMANCE 24,000 BTU main burner output

BURNERS  Three stainless steel tube burners

COOKING GRIDS  Cast iron cooking grids

FLAVOR SYSTEM   Stainless steel Flav-R-Wave™ cooking system

HEAT CONTROL Linear-Flow™ valves with 180° control

TOTAL COOK SPACE   430 sq-in / 2,774 sq cm total cooking space  
including chrome coated warming rack

PRIMARY COOK SPACE  295 sq-in / 1,903 sq cm primary cooking space 

THERMOMETER  Accu -Temp™ thermometer

IGNITION  Sure-Lite™ electronic ignition system  

COOKBOX   Therma-Cast™ aluminum oven with stainless steel lid wrap

PEDESTAL  Black powder-coat steel frame with black painted insert

HANDLE Durable stainless steel handle with hand grip

PEDESTAL STAND  Two durable resin pedestal feet 

WHEELS   Two large 6-in / 15.2 cm crack-proof wheels 

CONSTRUCTION  Rust resistant zinc coated steel components

FINISH  Premium powder-coat epoxy paint finish on pedestal

GEMTM  STANDARD FEATURES

GEMTM  SERIES

1
4

.8
1

"
 / 3

7
.6

cm

21.71" / 55.15cm

Cast I ron
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PERFORMANCE 24,000 BTU main burner output

SIDE BURNER  10,000 BTU stainless steel side burner

TOTAL COOK SPACE   635 sq-in / 4,097 sq cm total cooking space  
including chrome coated warming rack

PRIMARY COOK SPACE  400 sq-in / 2,581 sq cm primary cooking space

SIDE SHELVES   Durable resin fold-down side shelves

FINISH  Painted steel shelves, and pedestal

GEMTM  340 FEATURES

PERFORMANCE 24,000 BTU main burner output

TOTAL COOK SPACE   635 sq-in / 4,097 sq cm total cooking space  
including chrome coated warming rack

PRIMARY COOK SPACE  400 sq-in / 2,581 sq cm primary cooking space

SIDE SHELVES   Resin fold-down side shelves

FINISH  Resin shelves, and painted steel pedestal

GEMTM  320 FEATURES
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CAST IRON GRIDS

The Gem™ series comes with cast iron cooking grids 
that retain heat and deliver exceptional searing power 
to lock in juices and flavour. Season the cooking grids 
regularly for a durable non-stick finish.

STAINLESS STEEL TUBE BURNERS

Made from high quality, stainless steel, the side 
ported tube burners provide even heat distribution 
with two rows of flame per burner.

CAST ALUMINIUM COOKBOX

The Gem™ series come with a cast aluminium 
cookbox. Cast aluminium retains heat for even, 
efficient cooking and provides long lasting durability.

ELECTRONIC IGNITION

The Sure-Lite™ electronic ignition offers you peace of 
mind knowing your barbecue grill will start quickly 
and easily.

FOLD-DOWN SHELVES

Durable side shelves are designed to fold down for 
convenient storage in tight spaces. The shelves also 
have integrated tool hooks.

180 DEGREE CONTROL VALVES

Linear-Flow™ valves with 180 degree rotation give you 
infinite heat control. This allows you to set your grill to 
the perfect temperature for searing, roasting, or slow 
cooking.
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Authentic.
The Keg Series. 
Expand your grilling experience and enjoy true cooking 

performance with authentic barbecue flavour. The patented 

Broil King® Keg is an innovative charcoal grill that offers 

many advantages over traditional charcoal grills and other 

kamado-style grills. Unlike most ceramic kamado-style grills, 

the Keg’s durable body is made of double-walled steel with 

high-grade insulation in between.  

The Keg’s advanced design keeps the heat in, creating a 

very efficient, thermal convection-style oven that delivers 

superior cooking performance.
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CONSTRUCTION  Insulated double-walled steel body 

COOKING CHAMBER   Rust resistant porcelain coated cooking chamber

COOKING GRID  Heavy-duty cast iron cooking grid

HEAT CONTROL Cast iron upper damper / Cast aluminium Roto-DraftTM lower damper

THERMOMETER  Deluxe Accu -Temp™ thermometer

HANDLES Stylish and durable resin handles with built-in bottle openers

LOCK Latch and lock lid mechanism

KEG  STANDARD FEATURES

KEG  SERIES

19" / 48cm

Cast  I ron
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TOTAL COOK SPACE   480 sq-in / 3,097 sq cm total cooking space  
including swing-out chrome cooking rack

PRIMARY COOK SPACE  280 sq-in / 1,806 sq cm primary cooking space

SHELVES  Removable resin shelves with integrated tool hooks

STAND  Durable steel construction with black epoxy paint

WHEELS   Two large 8-in / 20 cm crack-proof wheels 

FINISH  High quality epoxy metallic charcoal paint finish

KEG  5000 FEATURES
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KA5527 | MULTI-PURPOSE TOOL

Lift and adjust the Keg cooking grids, clean ash from 
the fire bowl, and adjust dampers.  
The must have Keg tool.

KA5555 | QUIK-GRIP™ ACCESSORY HANDLE

Easily remove Keg® accessories from the grill with
the Quik-Grip™ accessory handle. Designed for
use with Keg® accessories; KA5533, KA5542, KA5565.

KA5565 | CHARCOAL CADDIE BASKET

A charcoal management system that concentrates
the charcoal without covering the vent holes in
the fire-bowl. The cast charcoal caddie is easier
to light and move if necessary, compatible
with the Quik-Grip™ Keg handle.

KA5542 | CAST GRIDDLE

Made of heavy duty cast iron in an oval shape
with matte porcelain finish, the cast iron griddle
is an essential Keg® accessory. It’s also double
sided with a flat side griddle for sizzling fajitas
and a ribbed side for searing panini or grilled
portobellos! The griddle allows you to
maximize the rounded grilling
space on your Keg®.

KA5533 | DIFFUSER KIT

The diffuser kit enhances indirect cooking 
performance by keeping the inside of the Keg®
moist. Use the diffuser kit cradle alone to elevate the 
main cooking grid to the rim of the Keg®. Made from 
durable porcelain coated steel.



REMOVABLE ASH CONTAINER

Keg models come with a removable, slide-out ash tray 
for quick and easy clean up. 

CAST IRON DAMPER

The upper damper is made of heavy duty cast iron 
and allows you to control the temperature. Use the 
included multi-tool (with 5000 model only) to control the 
air flow and regulate the heat for low and slow or hot  
and fast.

ROTO-DRAFT™ DAMPER

The Roto-Draft™ damper allows you to easily control 
the temperature inside the Keg.

CAST IRON COOKING GRID

The Keg™ comes equipped with a heavy duty cast 
iron cooking grid that holds the heat for exceptional 
searing. Season the cooking grids regularly for a durable 
non-stick finish.

DOUBLE-WALL STEEL CONSTRUCTION

The thermal construction is truly what sets the Keg apart from the rest. The double-walled steel body retains heat to 
hold the temperature within a narrow range for continuous smoking, baking or grilling.  
The result? A fuel efficient cooking system that allows you to cook low and slow or at high heat.
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INTEGRATED TOOL HOOKS

Keep your tongs, turners, and grill brushes close at 
hand. The Keg 5000  comes with convenient tool 
hooks to hang all of your grilling essentials.

REMOVABLE SIDE SHELVES

Create an instant work surface. The Keg 5000 comes 
with two removable resin side shelves. If you’re on the 
go, simply remove the shelves and place inside the lid 
for easy portability.

LATCH AND LOCK SYSTEM

The latch and lock system ensures that the lid will 
remain secure when transporting the Keg.

SWING-OUT CHROME COOKING RACK

The Keg 5000 comes with a chrome cooking grid to 
increase the cooking space. The grid is removable  
and swings out to easily access the lower cast iron 
cooking grid. 

DURABLE RESIN HANDLES

The Keg comes with durable cool to the touch resin 
handles on the lid and body. 

DURABLE STEEL BASE

The Keg comes with a durable steel base and 
has sturdy, all-terrain resin wheels for easy 
maneuverability.
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Southern.
The SmokeTM Barrel Offset. 
Styled after traditional southern smokers, the barrel smoker 

and grill is exceptionally well crafted. Thick 2mm/14 gauge 

steel retains heat for precise temperature control. The main, 

spacious cooking chamber comes with heavy cast iron 

cooking grids to deliver perfect sear marks when you’re not 

cooking low and slow. The offset smoker chamber infuses 

food with mouth-watering authentic smoky flavour.  

Every detail is evident on these grills. Heavy-duty stainless 

handles accent the lids. Large, eight inch crack-proof  

wheels for easy maneuverability. Durable, pull-out stainless 

steel charcoal trays for easy access and thick cast aluminium  

Roto-Draft™ dampers that regulate the temperature for  

great results. The Smoke™ barrel offset and charcoal grill is 

a must have for aspiring pit masters who enjoy authentic, 

smokehouse grilling. 
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CONSTRUCTION  2 mm / 14 gauge steel construction 

COOKING GRIDS  Heavy-duty cast iron cooking grids

HEAT CONTROL Cast aluminium Roto-DraftTM dampers

THERMOMETER  Deluxe Accu -Temp™ thermometer on offsets and grills

ASH TRAYS  Removable stainless steel ash trays

CHIMNEY Large diameter steel chimney with Roto-DraftTM damper

FRONT SHELF Removable steel front shelf with integrated tool hooks

BOTTOM SHELF Durable steel bottom shelf 

SIDE DOORS Steel access doors with stainless steel handles on offsets and grills 

HANDLES Stylish and durable stainless steel handles

STAND   Four durable steel legs with two leg levelers 

WHEELS   Two large 8-in / 20 cm crack-proof wheel

BOTTLE OPENER   Chrome plated steel bottle opener 

FINISH  Durable high-heat paint finish

SMOKETM  STANDARD FEATURES

SMOKETM  OFFSET & GRILL

32" / 81 .28cm

Cast  I ron

19.25
" / 49cm

14
.5

" / 37cm

10.75" / 27.3cm

Cast  I ron

SMOKETM  OFFSET
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TOTAL COOK SPACE   955 sq-in / 6,419 sq cm total cooking space  
including offset chamber

PRIMARY COOK SPACE  625 sq-in / 4,032 sq cm primary cooking space

COOKING CHAMBERS  Two durable steel cooking chambers

INTERNAL DAMPER Fully adjustable internal damper

CHARCOAL TRAYS  Two dual-purpose smoke diffusing charcoal trays

SMOKETM  OFFSET FEATURES

DIRECT GRILLING

Fill the trays with charcoal to create 
a direct heat source for grilling 
steak, chicken and vegetables.

INDIRECT GRILLING

Fill the  small chamber with charcoal 
and wood to smoke meat like ribs, 
brisket and pulled pork.
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ROTO-DRAFT™ DAMPER

Fully adjustable dampers made of heavy duty cast 
aluminium allow precise temperature control by 
regulating the air flow throughout the cooking 
chambers.

EASY-ACCESS CHARCOAL TRAYS

Broil King®’s offset smoker comes with 2 easy-access 
charcoal trays located in the large cooking chamber 
and a charcoal grid in the small chamber. Just add 
your favourite wood chips or chunks.

STAINLESS STEEL ASH TRAYS

Open either easy-access door located on both sides 
of the grill then slide out the durable stainless steel 
tray to remove ash quickly and easily.

HEAVY-DUTY CONSTRUCTION

The Smoke™ Barrel Grill is constructed from 2mm/14 
gauge steel to retain the heat for even and efficient 
cooking. The cooking chambers are coated with a 
premium quality high-heat paint for long lasting 
durability.

CAST IRON GRIDS

Broil King®’s signature cast iron grids are reversible. One side is pointed to give you perfect grill marks, while the 
other side is grooved to capture juices for continuous basting while cooking. Season the cooking grids regularly for 
a durable non-stick finish.

POINTED SIDE GROOVED SIDE
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OFFSET CHAMBER

The multi-purpose offset chamber can be used to 
generate smoke for the main chamber or a small 
direct grilling cookbox using the cast iron cooking 
grids.

REMOVABLE STEEL SHELF

The durable, and removable shelf is perfect for food 
preparation and convenient for moving large cuts of 
meat on and off the grill.

DURABLE STEEL BOTTOM SHELF

The sturdy bottom shelf provides convenient storage 
for large or small items.    

ACCESSORY HOOKS

Keep your tongs, turners and grill brushes close at 
hand. Convenient tool hooks are perfect for hanging 
all of your grilling essentials.

BOTTLE OPENER

Enjoy a refreshing beverage with the convenient  
built-in bottle opener.

LARGE CRACK-PROOF WHEELS

Comes with two large 20 cm crack-proof wheels for 
easy maneuverability and two leg levelers to keep the 
grill in place on uneven surfaces.
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Do More.
Premium Grilling Accessories. 
Broil King® is known the world over for manufacturing  

barbecue grills to the highest standards of quality and 

performance. Broil King® professional grilling tools and 

accessories are designed to complement and enhance 

your outdoor cooking experience. When you grill, you’re 

embracing a lifestyle of delicious meals, casual get-

togethers and the great outdoors. Grilling invites you 

outdoors, allowing you to spend more time with family and 

friends. Our premium grilling accessories will transform your 

grill into the ultimate entertaining appliance. From everyday 

essentials to sought after specialties, Broil King®  

has whatever you need.
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64004 | IMPERIAL™ GRILL TOOLS

The Broil King® Imperial™ 4 piece barbecue tool set 
features a durable design tough enough for even 
the most demanding griller. Large, high density resin 
handles with sleek stainless inlays. The tools are made 
from a single piece of extra thick stainless steel; the 
ideal fusion of functionality and durability. The set
includes a turner, locking tong, silicone basting
brush, and grill brush.

64952 | SOVEREIGN™ GRILL TOOLS

This 3 piece tool set features quality formed stainless 
steel tools with soft grip rubber handles. Turner, 
locking tong and fork.

69815 | STAINLESS STEEL BASTING SET

A silicone basting brush and stainless  
steel bowl, with integrated measured  
increments, for accurate sauce  
preparation. The bowl can be used  
on the side burner or grill surface  
and the silicone brush head is  
heat resistant to 260˚C.

64010 | IMPERIAL™ SUPER FLIPPER

The Broil King® Imperial™ stainless steel super 
flipper is crafted of the same quality materials as the 
professional stainless steel turner with a blade nearly 
twice the length for flipping more burgers or picking 
up larger items on the grill.  Made from high grade 
stainless steel with an integrated hanging  
hook and a high density resin handle  
inset with the stainless steel  
Broil King® logo.

64011 | IMPERIAL™ GRILL TURNER

The Broil King® Imperial™ stainless steel turner
is made with high grade stainless steel and features an 
integrated bottle opener, hanging hook and
a high density resin handle inset with the
stainless steel Broil King® logo.

64012 | GRILL TONG

The Broil King® Imperial™ stainless steel locking tong 
is designed to combine the lifting function of a grill 
turner with the gripping power of grilling tongs.  
The locking mechanism also doubles as the hanging 
hook.  The grill tong features high density resin
handles inset with the stainless steel
Broil King® logo.
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69815 |  PIZZA STONE KIT

The Broil King® Imperial™ pizza stone features a high 
grade 1.2 mm stainless steel cradle with oversized 
10mm stainless steel handles. The set includes a 
resilient 13-in pizza stone, able to withstand rapid 
temperature changes, high grade stainless cradle with 
integrated thermometer, and wooden pizza peel.  
The cradle is also designed to keep the pizza from 
sliding off of the stone while  
removing it with  
the peel.

KA5527 | MULTI-PURPOSE TOOL

Lift and adjust the Keg cooking grids, clean ash from 
the fire bowl, and adjust dampers.  
The must have Keg tool.

KA5555 | QUIK-GRIP™ ACCESSORY HANDLE

Easily remove Keg® accessories from the grill with
the Quik-Grip™ accessory handle. Designed for
use with Keg® accessories; KA5533, KA5542, KA5565.

KA5565 | CHARCOAL CADDIE BASKET

A charcoal management system that concentrates
the charcoal without covering the vent holes in
the fire-bowl. The cast charcoal caddie is easier
to light and move if necessary, compatible
with the Quik-Grip™ Keg handle.

KA5542 | CAST GRIDDLE

Made of heavy duty cast iron in an oval shape
with matte porcelain finish, the cast iron griddle
is an essential Keg® accessory. It’s also double
sided with a flat side griddle for sizzling fajitas
and a ribbed side for searing panini or grilled
portobellos! The griddle allows you to
maximize the rounded grilling
space on your Keg®.

KA5533 | DIFFUSER KIT

The diffuser kit enhances indirect cooking 
performance by keeping the inside of the Keg®
moist. Use the diffuser kit cradle alone to elevate the 
main cooking grid to the rim of the Keg®. Made from 
durable porcelain coated steel.
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IMPERIAL™ XLS, XL

IMPERIAL™ 590

REGAL™ 490

BARON™ 590  

BARON™ 440

IMPERIAL™ XLS BUILT IN 

IMPERIAL™ 590 BUILT IN

68490

68492

68491

68488

68487

68590

65892

MODEL MODELS

GEM™ 320

SMOKE™ OFFSET SMOKER

67420

67050

MODEL MODELS

Rain, snow or windy conditions,  
Broil King® exact fit covers are  
available in two premium  
quality materials to ensure  
the best protection from  
all the elements.

PREMIUM | EXACT FIT COVERS

Crafted from water resistant PVC with a heavy woven 
900D polyester backing. Premium covers feature mesh 
venting for enhanced air flow and moisture resistance 
as well as hook and loop closures for a superior fit. 
Blue accent stitching adds style to the extra reinforced 
seams. Molded rubber handles make the cover easy to  
remove.  Well-crafted covers to protect well-built grills!

SELECT | EXACT FIT COVERS

Broil King® Select Series covers are crafted from durable 
and weather resistant PVC outer shell with a 500 x 300D 
polyester lining. These deluxe covers feature hook and 
loop closures, polyester handles, and the Broil King® logo 
screened onto the front.

Protect Your Investment.
Exact Fit Covers.

PREMIUM | EXACT FIT COVERS

Crafted from water resistant PVC with a heavy woven 900D polyester backing. Premium covers feature mesh venting 
for enhanced air flow and moisture resistance as well as hook and loop closures for a superior fit. Blue accent 
stitching adds style to the extra reinforced seams. Molded rubber handles make the cover easy to remove.  



Available from

Sitro Group Australia Pty Ltd
is the exclusive Australian distributor for Broil King BBQs.

33-35 Lionel Road, Mount Waverley Victoria, Australia 3149
Tel. 1300 1 SITRO (1300 174 876)    Fax. 1300 474 876

www.broilking.com.au
Email. sales@sitro.com.au

ALL IMAGES ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY.  
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